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“Pushing the Boundaries of Systems Engineering”
We are delighted to announce that INCOSE UK will hold its Annual Systems Engineering Conference (ASEC),
at the new ‘The Slate’ Conference Centre at Warwick University. This year’s theme is focussed on ‘pushing
the boundaries of Systems Engineering’, and we intend to explore:
■
■
■
■

Where next for Systems Engineering?
Growing the Systems Engineering workforce of the future
Lest we forget, what can we learn from the past?
Dealing with uncertainty

Who Will Benefit From Taking Part in ASEC 2017?
■ Those involved in the resolution of complex socio-technical systems problems and who
want to find out how Systems Engineering can be of use to them
■ Organisations looking for innovative solutions to Systems Engineering problems, or
wishing to showcase their Systems Engineering expertise
■ Practitioners needing to keep up-to-date with the latest developments in Systems
Engineering or wanting to participate actively in the evolution of the discipline
■ Academics, researchers and students, who will have the opportunity to showcase their
research activities and research group through the poster sessions – funding
opportunities are available
■ Systems Engineers who want to meet and network with other like-minded professionals
ASEC 2017 will contribute towards the continuing professional development of all those attending.
Exhibition Hall
Engage with fellow Systems Engineering professionals over tea and coffee and meet some of our exhibitors.
Some of the top Systems Engineering organisations present their products and services, alongside a set of
research posters that show off the latest Systems Engineering research.
Key Note Presentations
As always, we have two excellent key note sessions, brought to you by world-leaders in Systems
Engineering.
See our website: www.ASEC2017.org.uk for more information.
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ASEC 2017 Programme Overview
This year we have made further changes to
freshen up the programme:
■ The ‘Systems Summit’, where various
Professional Bodies discuss the future of
Systems Engineering
■ 4 x 45 minute sessions for Working Groups to
use for briefings, meetings or workshops
■ A ‘Fringe’ session providing an informal
space in the programme
■ ‘Posters that talk’, a brief overview of all the
posters presented in the coffee area.

As always, the conference dinner will provide an unparalleled opportunity to meet and network with other
delegates, and will feature an after-dinner speaker, along with a surprise or two!
Visit www.ASEC2017.org.uk for further information as the programme develops.
Prices
UK Members: 1 day = £300, 2 days = £550. Student members: 1 day = £150, 2 days = £275.
Accommodation (bed & breakfast): £125 per day.
Non-members will be charged an additional £120 (for students, the non-member surcharge will be £35),
providing the benefits of INCOSE UK membership for 12 months. All prices include lunch. Please note that
prices are exclusive of VAT. Details correct at the time of printing. Some limited funding opportunities are
available for academics and students who submit posters.
Venue
We have visited Warwick before, but not like this! This year we are delighted to be holding our ASEC at the
brand new Slate Conference Centre at Warwick University. Bigger, better, more facilities and the outstanding
service that we have come to expect from this world-class location.
The Slate Conference Centre, University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL, UK.
Associate or Certified Systems Engineering Professionals (ASEPs or CSEPs)
INCOSE Associate or Certified Systems Engineering Professionals will receive 1 PDU (Professional
Development Unit) for every hour they attend the conference (totalling 8 PDUs per day). Furthermore, for
ASEPs or CSEPs who are not currently members, joining INCOSE UK when registering for ASEC 2017 will
earn an additional 5 PDUs for your year of membership.
About INCOSE
The International Council of Systems Engineering (INCOSE) is a not-for-profit membership organisation
founded to develop, disseminate and advance Systems Engineering. There are around 10,000 members
worldwide.
INCOSE UK was formed in 1994 and is highly active, currently having around 1,000 members. INCOSE UK is
supported by the UK Advisory Board (UKAB) comprising nearly 40 world-class UK organisations drawn from
industry, government and academia.
For details on joining INCOSE UK, contact:
INCOSE UK Secretariat, The Dyers Building, 21 Silver Street, Ilminster, Somerset, TA19 0DH, UK
Tel: 01460 298217
Email: enquiries@incoseonline.org.uk
Website: www.incoseonline.org.uk
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